FRAXION

Proactive spend
management

A complete true cloud spend management solution for purchasing,
procurement efficiency, expense control and spend analysis.

A powerful

Are your processes complex,
manual or paper-based?

all-in-one spend

Are you overspending due to a

management

employee and business spend?

suite

lack of visibility and control over

Is your approach to expenditure
reactive rather than proactive?

Fraxion can automate and simplify these challenges, change
spending behavior and enable sustainable cost savings.
Fraxion’s cloud solution is as feature-rich as it is intuitive - don’t
compromise on functionality or simplicity, choose Fraxion’s turnkey
cloud solutions – integrating mobility, a modern UI and a full spend
management suite for complete operational spend control and analysis.

Simplicity
“I would definitely recommend Fraxion to anyone who has a very manual, time consuming
procurement system. You’ll really appreciate the user friendliness, the quick learning
curve and the features. You’ll simplify your workflow and have a history of all your
transactions on your system.”
AJ Connoway, Head of Business Intelligence at Zone Fitness
Health & Fitness
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Spend smarter with
budget insight at
decision points. Track
and control budgets
by project.

Mitigate risk
and ensure that all
spend is approved,
tracked and within
budget.

Configure company
policies and simplify
compliance with
alerts and email
notifications.

Manage supplier
take-on and channel
spend to authorized
suppliers that offer
the best value.

Submit, approve
or reject purchase
requests and expense
claims on-the-go, on
mobile devices.

Analyze, categorize
and report on
spend and improve
auditability with
advanced business
intelligence.

Benefits that boost
your bottom line

Ease-of-use

Efficiency

Mobility

Scalability

Risk management

Policy compliance

Time and cost savings

Accountability

Spend analytics and

Purchasing cycle time

budget visibility

reductions

Buy

Claim

Invoice

Advanced requisition-toPO functionality. Manage
request creation, quoting,
approvals, purchase
order generation and the
processing of invoices.

Streamline the submission
of expense claims and
ensure compliance
with company policies
while speeding up
reimbursement processes.

Automate the accounts
payable workflow and
manage risk with 3-way
matching capabilities.
Eliminate overpayments
and duplicate invoices.

Travel &
expenses

PunchOut

CapEx

Streamline local and
international travel
processes: from
request creation to the
processing of invoices,
the generation of
travel itineraries and
acknowledgement of
travel expenses
incurred.

Shop from a supplier’s
online catalog from
within Fraxion. Enjoy an
intuitive online shopping
experience that provides
integrated access to
millions of products
while leveraging
established approval
workflows in Fraxion.

Manage the risk
associated with
purchasing high value
items. Apply different
approval routing
workflows, enforce
policies and track costs
against budgets.
Save fixed asset
information.

Catalog

Cash advances

Suppliers

Set up and maintain
approved supplier
catalogs, shop and
review product details
with ease. Set up carts
and price lists. Simplify
procurement, repeat
purchases and fixed
ordering. All requests are
routed for approval.

Manage cash
disbursements and their
reconciliation. Attach
supporting documents
and manage variances
with detailed tracking
to projects, budgets,
programs or funders with
complete and transparent
audit trails.

Manage supplier take-on
and ensure that all spend
occurs with approved
suppliers. Leverage
your data to negotiate
early settlement and
bulk discounts. Fraxion
provides a central
repository for supporting
documentation.

Requisition-to-PO, advanced approval
routing and invoice matching
Accelerate your processes and take the risk out of your approvals.
Integrated with your ERP/accounting system or standalone, Fraxion
provides spend control, policy compliance, visibility and efficiency
throughout the procure-to-pay workflow.

“Fraxion gives me more transparency, so I can see everything I need to see. I don’t
have to check up on people. It definitely gives me a lot more time to do other things
that I should be doing and allows me a level of peace of mind that the system is
doing what it needs to do. I don’t have to rely on people to be amazing because the
system is.”
Sean Friedrich FD, Cube Workspace
Property Management

Fraxion and eRequester merged in 2019,
combining innovation and a wealth of
expertise. With over 20 years of domain
experience, we now operate as one,
offering solutions that enable complete
spend management.
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